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Concept and Prototyping

How can creative coding support and enhance digital interactive experiences?
Programming has been increasingly adopted by artists, designers and creatives
working in the digital creative field, enabling them to produce computer programs for
a large number of purposes, such as physical art installations, interactive video, largescale public projections, computer vision projects, and interactive sound recordings
etc.
By combining art and technology, these creatives are developing new disciplines,
creating new forms of expression, identifying new fields and inventing new tools that
are essential to drive innovation and expansion in the form of new products and
services.
In the context of communication between a human and a computer (or an art piece,
physical installation etc, mediated by software), creative coding allow artists to set up
new experiences for their audiences by exploring interactivity as their main ingredient.
This document attempts to identify possible answers and possibilities to the critical
question regarding the adoption and application of creative coding in the creative
industries.
The Research Strategy included exploring practical aspects of creative programming
and interacting with real objects, such as lights, lasers and machines. The practical
work focused on making existent objects respond to a software application that was
designed specially for the purpose of an installation.
By researching creative coding programs, libraries and frameworks, investing a great
amount of time learning programming languages, engaging in discussions in forums,
getting more familiar with the history of art installations and finally documenting the
results of my findings, I was able to identify many potentials for adopting computer
programming in the art and creative fields.

Aims and Objectives
In an essay derived from a guest lecture at Harvard, Paul Graham recalls:
"When I finished grad school in computer science I went to art school to study
painting. A lot of people seemed surprised that someone interested in computers
would also be interested in painting. They seemed to think that hacking and painting
were very different kinds of work-- that hacking was cold, precise, and methodical,
and that painting was the frenzied expression of some primal urge."
Computer programming has been for a long time regarded as something not creative
and very often purely functional. Though, the topic of creative coding has become
very popular in the recent years and with the development of programming languages
and frameworks such as Processing, openFrameworks and Cinder (which are
strongly influenced by open source) programming is now perceived as something
more accessible and creative than some time ago.
We refer to "creative coding" as a generic term for the use of computer programming
to produce images, animations and interactions, in the form of computer programs,
physical installations and so on. Today, there are tens of thousands of students,
artists, designers, researchers, and hobbyists who use creative coding for learning,
prototyping, and production. Many companies have taken notice of the potential of
creative software development and have been adopting it for a number of purposes.
Creative coding represents the bridge between the spectrul of art and science. Today,
we can find a number of tools that are built for creative purposes.
As society move towards a more digitally integrated one and computers, displays and
smart objects become more present in different shapes, forms and frequencies, there
will be a huge necessity for creating more compelling and innovative ways for
intermediating and interacting with this new reality. Creative programming tend to
evolve essentially because of that.
In the more experimental context of art, 'interaction' is what very often separates fine
art from new media art, in which the audience act as essential part of the work,
breaking down the barrier between the 'typical' passive viewer. This participative
approach certainly plays an essential role on the type of dialog that the work
establishes with its audience. In this respect, computer programs can be very efficient
in acquiring physical inputs (image, sound, touch, temperature and so on), processing
information and communicating the decision to output devices, such as displays,
speakers, etc. The immersive aspect of interaction, the experience of being
participant are essential part of the dialogue established by the work and the
audience.

Computer programming
(often shortened to programming, scripting, or
coding) is the process of
designing, writing, testing,
debugging, and maintaining the source code of
computer programs.

Human capability in experiencing and observing things and establishing an intimate
relationship with them has a lot to say about the way that reality around us is
perceived. The motivations behind the research relied on identifying possibilities for
different types of interaction between computers and environment, software and
hardware with a special focus on the presencial experience of the viwer, or, "sensory
immediacy".
Creative coding proves to be valuable tool for creating responsive environments that
expect some degree of interaction with viewers. By the use of software programming,
we can write specific programs that will work as a mediator, reading sensors, sound
and a number of inputs and reacting accordingly.

Learning Plan
I’m increasingly getting more interested in lighting and in working with lights for
interactive art installations. First because physical interaction is very interesting. I see
more and more of smart objects and a huge potential to incorporate that to the
screen and computer interaction. Playing with the Kinect was a mind opening and
since then, I’ve been reading more about physical computing and how to incorporate
alternative ways and interfaces with the screen.
Also, Cinder is becoming more attractive as I’m spending more time coding and
learning C++. For this matter I’m currently reading a couple of book, such as
Exploring C++: The Programmer’s Introduction to C++ by Ray Lischner, C++
Cookbook (O’Reilly) by D. Ryan Stephens, Christopher Diggins, Jonathan Turkanis
and Jeff Cogswell and Jumping into C++ by Alex Allain (his website was also very
helpful offering very straightforward examples).

Historical Context
Although the first manifestations in Installation Art happened during Dadaism and
Surrealism, they didn't have the identity of a movement and installation art really
gained some ground in the 1990s, as a major movement in postmodern art.
One of the most fundamental and important definitions of Installation Art is the
creation of a work of art that one can walk into. The aspect of real immersion is
necessary for the compreension of the work, creating a more direct involvement
between the viewer and the work of art. The artist expects to "activate" the viewer by

constructing an environment and a framework of rules that are necessary to set up
the "conversation" with the audience.
Video art also appeared to get some space around in the 1990s (much influenced by
deconstructive art and deconstructive aesthetics), but not as much as installation,
probably because of the limitations of the flat screen; although it opened up new
The Legible City is one of
the major works of the
Australian media artist

possibilites for digital installations, adding the computer as a mediator for interactivity.

Jeffrey Shaw and a milestone of 1990s interactive
media art. In this installation, the spectator rides a
stationary bicycle in a

(apparently influenced by Claire Bishop) suggests the idea of Installation Art as "art

In his excellent critical Deconstructing Installation Art, Graham Coulter-Smith
into life", or, in other words, breaking the concept of fine art, passive viewers and
finally reaching the argument (in the case of Bishop) regarding art galleries spaces as
institutionalised barrier for a real experience.

dark room, experiencing
a virtual journey through
projected city views of
Manhattan, Amsterdam
and Karlsruhe. The build-

Contemporary and Theoretical Contexts

ings of the city take on
the form of large threedimensional letters, which
go on to form words and
sentences with a literary

solutions that usually were not avaiable before. This makes it increasingly more
accessible to artist and designers, creating a productive platform for innovative

or historical connection to
the location displayed.

One interesting aspect of creative coding is that relies mostly on open source
software tools and affordable hardware and concentrates on coming up with new

applications. Plugins, libraries and tecniques are made widely accessible to the
community, encouraging more developers to take part and therefore, contributing for
further development of the field.
Creative coding may represent a growing area for companies as well. It allows
companies to cut costs and save resources, as it can be used for the development of
new tools - as United Visual Artists and their d3 technologies tool - and/or expand
existing ones, such as Autodesk Maya and The Foundry Nuke. It also can represent
an oppportunity for business, installations, digital interactive software, and things of
the sort. A number of design practices, post production houses and professionals are
looking to expand the adoption of creative programming as a potential market and
are doing amazing commercial work for clients all over the world.

Examples of interactive
applications created by
the use of creative
coding.
Images collected from
toxiclibs.org and
processing.org

Examples of interactive
applications created by
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processing.org

About the tools:

On his brilliant lecture at the Eyeo Conference in 2012, Andrew Bell, lead architect of
Cinder library has drawn some attentions to the future of creative coding. By taking
Cinder is a peerreviewed, free, open
source C++ library for
creative coding.

the example of other creative industries such as gaming and the web, it's clear that
the evolution of the comercial side of creative coding relies on two things: increased
specialisation and increased collaboration. Here, it is important to notice that by
collaboration I mean the intersection of several disciplines and industries. We can
clearly realise the benefits of specialisation and collaboration by taking the Apple
website as example:

openFrameworks is an
open source C++
toolkit designed to
assist the creative
process by providing a
simple and intuitive
framework for
experimentation.

Evolution of the Apple website: in 1997 and in 2012. Image from Andrew Bell "Feeding Babies
with Creative Code" talk at the Eyeo Conference in 2012. The talk can be watched here.

Processing is a
programming
language, development
environment, and
online community that
since 2001 has
promoted software
literacy within the visual
arts.

The games industry has also evolved by same similar pattern that drove innovation
and therefore, better products: increased specialisation, collaboration between
disciplines and professionals.
Programming is a very broad topic and creative coding may evolve similarly. Will
complexity follow? Perhaps one of the results.

The Legible City is one of
the major works of the
Australian media artist
Jeffrey Shaw and a milestone of 1990s interactive
media art. In this installation, the spectator rides a
stationary bicycle in a
dark room, experiencing
a virtual journey through
projected city views of
Manhattan, Amsterdam
and Karlsruhe. The buildings of the city take on
the form of large threedimensional letters, which
go on to form words and
sentences with a literary
or historical connection to
the location displayed.

Evolution of the Apple website: in 1997 and in 2012. Image from Andrew Bell "Feeding Babies
with Creative Code" talk at the Eyeo Conference in 2012. The talk can be watched here

Methodologies
By incorporating computer programs to installation art, it's possible to set almost
unlimited possibilities of behaviours and responsive decisions based on physical
inputs, taking in consideration the use of sensors, computer vision, cameras,
microphones among other things. One of the most interesting works done recently in
the field is certainly with physical installations and specially lighting.

Vanishing Point (by UVA)
employs perspective as
both tool and visual outcome to reshape, redefine and represent a
space. Inspired by
sketches of Leon Battista
Alberti, Leonardo DaVinci
and Albrecht Dürer, UVA
sends lines into space
from an arbitrary vanishing point, creating different volumes, divisions
and rooms to be explored
by the audience. (2013)

The Company is a sound reactive light installation, a collaboration between Andrea CuiusBoscarello and the designer Roland Ellis.

My aim was to expand the boundaries of interactive physical installations making real
objects and lights respond to certain behaviours mediated by a software application.
One of the advantages of Cinder library is its flexibility and reability, which was my
choice of tool. Time was spent on forums identifying libraries and methods that could
allow the communication between software and real objects in an installation.
This first investigative iteration led me to focus on finding efficient ways to implement
a protocol called DMX which would enable me to achieve the challenge of
communicating with objects. DMX512 (or simply DMX) is a standard protocol for
digital communication, commonly used to control stage lighting and theatrical effects,
which basically means moving lights, colour changing lights, fog machines and so on.
The main aspect of the DMX protocol is the ability to transmit data on multiple
channels (or more precisely up to 512 channels) over a single DMX cable, allowing
DMX enabled devices (such as dimmers and intelligent fixtures) to receive several
control channels at once.
Although DMX is not necessarily a new protocol, my investigation is focused on new
ways to interact with objects for art and communication purposes; things that can
make us think about our environment and how we interact with it.

The Enttec DMX USB
Pro is industry
standard interface for
connecting PCs and
MACs to DMX512
lighting networks.
Compatible with the
broadest range of
Commercial and Free
software it is the
fastest and most
relaible interface

The image above shows a basic scheme for a DMX system containing a console, dimmer,

available.

fixtures and automated lighting.

The DMX protocol transmits information asynchronously in packages of values
ranging from 0 to 255 (or 1 byte a time). In asynchronous data transmission (as
opposed to synchronous data transmission), data is sent one byte at a time not
requiring perfect synchronization throughout the system and devices, but their timing
signals must be close (within about 5%). The method is relatively simple, and
therefore inexpensive.
The Enttec DMX USB Pro is an interface controller that allows computers to control
DMX devices directly. It is light-weight, portable, and ready for a number of
professional applications. It also offers an API which makes the adapter accessible. A
Cinder library named DMXUsbPro and written by Andrea Cuius-Boscarello is the
most convenient way to access the controller. Making it work was relatively easy,
First laser test carried
out. The laser projector
is controlled directly by
the application. A video
can be accessed here.
More posts regarding
the Concept and
Prototyping unit can be
accessed here. Full list
can accessed here.

except for few simple problems happening with drivers provided for the Mac platform
(a process/solution described in more depth here http://rrraul.com/rave/p/cinder-andthe-enttec-dmx-usb-pro).

Rayleigh scattering,
named after the British
physicist Lord
Rayleigh, is the elastic
scattering of light or
other electromagnetic
radiation by particles
much smaller than the
wavelength of the light.
The particles may be
individual atoms or
molecules. It can occur
when light travels
through transparent
solids and liquids, but
is most prominently
seen in gases. Rayleigh
scattering results from
the electric
polarizability of the
particles. The
oscillating electric field
of a light wave acts on
the charges within a
particle, causing them

Being able to control the Enttec DMX USB controller via Cinder and send DMX
packets to DMX devices opened up many possibilities. My first idea was to use a
DMX dimmer pack to switch on/off and control simple lights. I was able to quickly
prototype an application that would do that. In order to expand the scope of my
investigation, I've decided to incorporate more elements to my field of research, such
as lasers.

to move at the same
frequency. The particle

In simple terms, lasers are a special form of light that doesn't happen "naturally" in

therefore becomes a

monochromatic light by a process of optical amplification based on the stimulated
emission of electromagnetic radiation. The term "laser" originated as an acronym for

small radiating dipole
whose radiation we
see as scattered light.

nature. A laser is a device that generates an intense beam of coherent

Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Lasers are used for lighting
effects and in a number of different fields such as drilling and cutting, alignment and
guidance, and in surgery; the optical properties are exploited in holography, reading
barcodes, and in recording and playing compact discs.
By using a DMX enabled laser projector, via Cinder, I was able to create a number of
different "behaviours" by changing projections' properties (X, Y, Z axis movements,
rotation and zoom) resulting in a variety of laser effects. In this specific case, I
customised my Cinder app to work with more channels allowing me to control the
exact number of properties. A first test was made and documented here.

One of the difficulties found was that the beams weren't initially visible. To be able to
"see" the beams some aspects must be taken in consideration, such as the laser
wavelength, intensity of the beam as well as atmospheric conditions (impurities in the
air, dust, smoke or fog can scatter the light help "making" the beam visible, due to a
phenomenon called Rayleigh scattering. This issue was particularly interesting as I
had to include on my system a fog/haze machine that would also be controled via
DMX.

Work Plan
The investigation developed during the Concept and Prototyping unit involved the
integration of theory and practice and has enabled me to combine a number of
disciplines throught a series of iterative experimentations. The subject of creative
coding has been present in my research since the Technology Issues unit and has
since evolved to a broader field of application. It's clear that experience is at the
centre of any product, process, service, art piece, installation etc. Interactivity is a
powerful tool that can work as a enhancer to any experience in communications and
interactive environment. Creative coding is an integral enabler in that sense,
contributing for the development of innovative experiences and possibilities.
As we move towards the final project, there are some developments in
complementary areas. The final project should consist of a physical installation
controlled via a computer program containing a series of objets that will respond
through interaction to specific inputs. The specific inputs still need to be defined, but
will depend on the adoption of sound and possibly computer vision. Due to health
and safety, the presentation will consist of a video of the work and the written
document.
One of the possibilities in the upcoming months is to incorporate computer vision and
devices such as the Microsoft Kinect or the Intel Perceptual Computing and/or brain–
computer interfaces such as the Emotiv. I also would like to explore a bit of graphics
and platforms such as OpenGL, for 3D.
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